
Exercise/Hands-on #4 

- Scientific Data Analysis Lab. course -

Generation & Interpolation with an UML fit with RooFit
Alexis Pompili (UniBA)



A very interesting feature of RooFit is the possibility to generate pseudo-experiments (called also MC toys),
namely, sampling distributions according to a certain given model (p.d.f.).

The macro RooConvolutionExpNew.C …

- generates a distribution (it is an unbinned dataset: RooDataSet in RooFit)

- executes an Unbinned Maximum Likelihood (UML) fit of this distribution earlier generated 

- gives as output both a plot [written in ./plots/]

… and a txt file [written in ./txt_files/] (that can be used externally for other purposes)

Note: the # of bins is settled only for representation purposes (the fit is still unbinned !)

Purpose of the exercise: learn to generate a distribution & get familiar with a fitting task
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Let’s inspect now the code in RooConvolutionExpNew.C

INSTRUCTIONS HOW-TO_RUN
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interface

pdf modelling

Preparation step: define model

- exponential background

- signal as convolution of a
Breit-Wigner and a gaussian 
resolution function
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In execution, we get after generation step:

1st step: generation
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Fitting sequence: MIGRAD + HESSE

2nd step: fitting

3rd step: plotting
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In execution, we get @ fitting step (MIGRAD):
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In execution, we get @ fitting step (HESSE):

Same central values:
only uncertaities are recalculated!

In execution, we get @ plotting step :
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The obtained plot:
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CPU-time considerations - I 

Example of plots obtained in these 2 cases (timing info obtained from a past exercise):

130s 677s

Since the generation time is negligible with respect to the fitting time, 
the needed time refers to the UML fitting task (on some server @ ReCas, long time ago):

#events CPU-timing (sec)

10K 130

50K 677

100K 1250

: scaling behaviour seems to be approx. linear (see also next slide)
(by extrapolation 1M would require ~210min) 
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CPU-time considerations - II 

In the course of academic year 2021-22 the students 
- as an exercise - measured these CPU-timings :

To shorten the CPU-timing we can exploit the parallel computing capabilities of Roofit; just add the following option:
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RooAbsReal*  nll = total.createNLL(*data, NumCPU(4)); 

To check how many core the VM of the course has, give the command lscpu or alternatively do cat /proc/cpuinfo



To be sure to generate two different distributions we need to provide two different seeds with the method SetSeed:

RooRandom::randomGenerator()->SetSeed( )

Considerations about the seed to provide to the random generator

put here an int or long int number! (*) 

Note : it can be checked (from the output txt file) that:

- if you use the same seed twice the generated values are the same (and thus the two distributions)  

- if you use the same seed and generate two different sequences/lists of values (A and B), with #A < #B,
the first #A generated values in the list B are the same as those in list A!  
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(*) Ideally, the seed can be chosen as the time of the system at the start of the execution of the macro.
In this way the seed is automatically different every time you run the task. 
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It’s a good practice to compare the result of the fit (best estimates of the parameters) w.r.t. the values used at generation! 

You can verify that the agreement enhances when the number of generated events increases 

(as expected from the consistency property of a maximum likelihood estimator).

Exercise for homework
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Insight info

1) The Monte Carlo method is well and compactly explained in chapter 3 of Cowan’s textbook !

Note that RooFit uses the acceptance-rejection method (paragraph 3.3)

2) Being able to generate distributions according to some model can be
rather useful in order to use the so called MC toys technique.

Have a look for instance at:
http://roofit.sourceforge.net/docs/tutorial/fitgen/roofit_tutorial_fitgen.pdf

A specific application of the MC toys is set up when one needs to estimate the p-value of a distribution to 
determine the statistical significance of a physical signal.

See for instance slides 5-6 of A.P. talk @ Conference ACAT2016:
fhttps://indico.cern.ch/event/397113/contributions/1837858/attachments/1213108/1770056/pompili_acat16_final.pdf

http://roofit.sourceforge.net/docs/tutorial/fitgen/roofit_tutorial_fitgen.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/397113/contributions/1837858/attachments/1213108/1770056/pompili_acat16_final.pdf

